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About This Game

Desert Law is a new spin on the traditional real-time strategy that immerses players into a post-apocalyptic world where
gasoline is the new world currency.

In Desert Law, player takes on the role of Brad as he begins his quest for vengeance against those who ruined his very existence.
After returning to his home village and finding the settlement plundered and destroyed, Brad swears to bring justice to the

memory of his slain village. Uniting desolated outcasts, he forges a fighting unit to strike out against bandit gangs, drawing allies
under his banner.

Use your tactical skills to survive in the harsh wasteland as you control a group of heroes with different statistics, drive various
vehicles and fight your way through the enemy lines.

Features

Post-apocalyptic settings

Over 30 missions with multiple objectives ranging from defense, to rescue, to all-out assault

Detailed isometric visuals combining 2D and 3D graphics

Modified Blitzkrieg engine
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I am emotionally drained after just completing this game. As someone who's had a lifetime of mental illness with psychotic
episodes sprinkled throughout, this game has done justice to shed light on the struggles and trials presented to us. The game hit
much too close to home several times, and I would find myself playing through tears as I related heavily to moments Senua went
through. Sometimes, the moments seemed as if they were handpicked from fragments of my life, from the psychotic breaks I've
suffered. That only goes to show how they nailed the portrayal of mental illness and psychosis.

Truly a remarkable game.. 10x better then Fraps by far.. I strongly believe someone wanted to make a different game and
halfway through they were like "♥♥♥♥ THIS" and made this game instead. The graphics are questionable, and the overuse of
particles(?) slow down my computer to near-unplayable levels. Somehow, I was able to fight through that. Most of everything
doesn't make sense, but I assume that was the point. The bosses are cheap as ♥♥♥♥ and I almost got carpel tunnel mashing on
my keyboard... especially after I died. The dialogue/text, while full of typos, is absolutely hillarious. I don't really know why I
even played this game as long as I did. I didn't finish the game, and I RQ'ed at the beginning of the Airplane level.

Despite all of that I recommend this game.

I give this game a 1&*.002/10. It's cute, but... that's about all I can say.

The gameplay is about an hour, but is intended for you to replay for different results. I've played through three times (and my
sister played it half-way through once.) The thing is, the game lacks tension and can be really tedious-- especially afer the first
playthrough. The graphics are sweet, like a children's cartoon (not really my cup of tea, but not terrible). There are far too many
points where you are waiting while nothing of value happens. Like waiting while your charcter passes out water to other
characters-- no dialogue, no story bulding, not even something pretty to look at... just... waiting. Some of the dialouge is
amusing, but not the majority.

If anything can be said for it though, (minus the first 15 minutes) the choices you make do actually change how the story is told
and determine who lives and who dies. Unfortunately, I never felt strongly about any charcter or situation, so all the excitment
that should have been present in making a choice was lost.

I guess the game is interesting, but not impressive and not exciting. If the game is ever on steep sale, maybe pick it, but for
$15....it's a hard pass.

Note: recent edit was done to fix spelling errors.. The potential is absolutely there. The game needs a few more tutorials in place
and a few quality of life improvements.

For example:
 -Ability to hold rotate\/scale buttons.
 -Line to see what items will deleted
 -The ability to pick up and move an object which has already been placed (maybe I just missed it.)

The only things I couldn't seem to figure out was how to make a window see through, and how to easily create doors and attach
rooms. Once a few short tutorials are in place to help with the basics I think this game will absolutely shine for creating anything
from your own man cave, to a test run of different paint colors and interior design decisions for your own home. I've always
wondered what my home would look like with more modern furniture and different paint and this seems like it will be an
excellent tool for helping to visualize it.. I would like speakers, some unusual possibilities and in this spirit. What this season
pass includes (At the time of writing this, all confirmed content has been released). Use this for reference if you want to buy
them individually. Please note that despite this review being a recommendation, I am very disappointed in the DLC. It is marked
as a recommendation to help catch your eye so you can make your own decision to pay the pass or any of the DLCs. My
personal recommendation is: Get the character pack. Nothing else is really worth it.

Note: Judging by the content in this pack, this is all the equiv of an Xtreme Legends expansion just going off of 8 (which had
challenge mode, four new characters, etc)
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FOUR NEW CHARACTERS:
Released: YES (6\/28\/18)

Can be accessed in the character select menu under DLC.

Contents:

Hua Xiong:
"I yearn for battle!"

This is the guy who generally gets stomped on at Sishui gate early on. Starts in Chapter 1. His first mission is defeating the
Celestial Masters.
Has the club as his weapon.
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/7247W8Z.jpg

Dong Bai:

"I'll crush anyone who gives me any lip!"
Dong Zhuo's grand daughter. starts in Chapter 3. First mission involves revenge for Dong Zhuo's death. Has the flail like Dong
Zhuo.
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/78ORydT.jpg

Xiahou Ji:
"Umm I'll do my best."

Zhang Fei's wife. Starts in Chapter 5. Has the sword and shield.
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/zujXpwH.jpg

Yuan Shu:
"Soon all the land will be mine!"

That really greedy jealous guy who keeps trying to powergame the system but keeps getting shut down by Yuan Shao. Starts in
Chapter 2. His starting mission is an old favorite, Ten Eunuch's Rebellion. Has the rapier like Yuan Shao.
https:\/\/i.imgur.com\/MK8Je9i.jpg

Aside from that, this pack's scenarios are mostly different than base games in terms of story.

THREE NEW WEAPONS:
Released: YES (5\/18\/18)
Contents: Claws (Zhang He), Fencing Sword (Xu Shu's Hook and Sword), Emei Piercers (Wang Yi's DW8:E Weapon\/DLC
weapon from 8)

Mostly the same (and I mean pretty much exactly the same) as their DW8 counterparts. You will start the game. There are 6
different versions of the weapons. The original owners special attack and musous attacks will STAY THE SAME, so Zhang He
will still have his throwing knives. If you want a different set of weapons, take it. If not, then this DLC isn't really for you.
Would not recommend.

HIDEAWAY STUFF:
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Released: YES (4\/19\/18)
Contents:

New scenario (and what they mean by scenario, they mean by repeatable quests in your quest list) that is kinda like the DLC
weapon obtainment battles for DLC stuff in 8, except it is more like 8:XL's challenge mode but for hideaway equipment. Each
ordeal has their own conditions and will reward multiple items based things, for instance Standing Firm will reward you an item
for each minute you defend the bridge.

You will have several new quests that are scaled to your level in your quest log, travel to them and you'll start an Ordeal. They
have special icons next to them.

Note: If you can die during the Ordeal, it is a safe death. You'll stop the Ordeal and gain your rewards, but you won't restart
from a checkpoint.

Standing Firm - Prevent enemies from crossing Changban Bridge. You'll fight foot soldiers, Li Dian (Your worst nightmare),
Yue Jin, Zhao Yun, etc. It's the foot soldiers you need to watch for. 100 enemies cross and it's game over. Each minute that
passes defending the bridge is an item or equipment.

The True New Hefei Castle - Get past the traps and defeat Zuo Ci. You can't call your horse or grapple the walls of New Hefei
castle while doing this, so nice try. You'll need to evade NPCs, traps, sorcery, ballista, tornados, Chen Gong, you name it.

The Summit of True Might - Defeat the enemies without falling off of Mt. Tai. Yeah that is pretty much it.

The Indefatigable - Stand in some poison pools and defeat as many enemies as you can. There are crates with health in it.

Here are what each of the new Hideaway outsides look like:

https:\/\/imgur.com\/a\/GPSBoKs

.
All DLC has been released. Your best bet is if you don't want the season pass and it is affordable (Knowing Koei, not for
awhile), grab the character packs.. Airport Madness 4 is an arcade-like game about airplane management that is, at best, alright.
If your standards are early 2000s flash games.

You are put in the role of the airspace controlling whatever it is called(I can't really remember the name of the job) at an airport
and you have to manage your aircraft to let them land and take off without making them wait too long or crash into eachother.

And that's about it.
You'll occasionally find yourself getting a helipad added to your entrusted airport, and in level 1 even an extra runway, but it
doesn't change or become more complex in any way after you figure out the basics.

It's a simple concept with decent replayability, but it is incredibly repetitive and shallow as far as a full game goes.
It's just a slight bit more than what would be a succesfull flash game one would find on games sites, but not much more than
that. It seems to be about the same size as one would expect from a flash game, and has about the same animation(Very poor
explosions). A price of 10 euro is then very, very steep for what you get.

Coupled with the simple gameplay comes a few issues. The resolution is tiny(The steam preview pictures? That's almost full
size, almost.), full screen mode will stretch everything if you're on a widescreen monitor, and your area of operations is tiny to
the point where you can not even see the aircraft before they're starting their landing on some of the maps.

To say it's an amusing way to spend a few hours is correct if you're a fan of the game and have absolutely nothing better to do.
But to call it a full game and worthy of 10 euro? Not even close. If steam had a rating lower than 'no', this would be the one to
get it since it's definitely not worth the price. But if you can pick it up really cheaply it is probably an idea to give it a shot.
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Maybe at a 95% sale or something similar, but if it's for anything more than one euro you should avoid it like the plague
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this games grate very realistic if ur into your zombies then this games for you. Fantastic sim at a very good price!
I'm strictly a freestyler but like to practice racing in sims to improve my accuracy. I grabbed the bando pack as well which is
fantastic.
Very low system stress, excellent physics and nice maps!. The game looks great, it came along way from the last time i played it.
I believe it has a lot of potential. I would note that the lighting need more work and the tutorial include how to navigating and
use the tools.. Super nice map with really nice spots to climb, jump and go fast on.
Just waiting on them to do an Enduro GP Game, That had been soooo cool!. Please excuse me while I sob uncontrollably. That
was one of the most beautiful games I have ever played, and this is the first game I have ever felt compelled to write a review
on. Do your self a favor and play it, but don't forget a box of tissues.. I recently purchased Eagle Flight from Ubisoft. I got that
on sale for $19.99. Believe it or not, I had more fun with the actual gameplay in this title, than in Eagle Flight. The main
problem with this title, is the lack of content. You basically have one relatively small VR environment to fly in. There's three
different ways to play in this environment.

One is a basic race where you race through the hoops in the air as fast as possible. In the other mode, you try to find feathers. I
found this mode to be quite difficult as you have a timer counting down and the feathers can be difficult to locate, especially
with the gaze to navigate gameplay (you can't look around freely because you fly in the direction you're looking at!). The last
mode is a explore mode which seemed very much like the race mode earlier, except the rings were farther apart. And you spent
more time trying to find them.

I did all three game modes in about 10 minutes. There really isn't any reason to do them again. The gameplay is fun, but there
really isn't much replay value. I liked the environment. I liked the sense of flight and speed (you aren't held back unlike in Eagle
Flight, where you're treated like you have kiddie gloves). I had zero crashes. All navigation is done by gaze. You automatically
go back to menu after each mode.

I think I had .49 cents worth of VR fun. I definitely recommend it at that price. Buy this instead of Eagle Flight, you'll be
happier (even though Eagle Flight has more content, none of the races are as fun as this short gameplay and the graphics are
worse in Eagle Flight).

Sale Price Rating 5\/10 ... it's fun for what it is ...  Please note: this same game is in another game called VR Chair games (mini-
game collection). . This one was an unexpectedly cool iteration in the Secret Files saga! Having played the first three, starring
Nina (and Max) I got bored (and frustrated) easily with the over-the-top plot elements and nonsensical puzzles.

Now, Sam was likewise irritating in her appearance in the second game (Secret Files: Puritas Cordis) and I was oh-so-dreadful
before starting a game starring solely her. And it was, indeed, a rocky start with some cringy lines that sounded a bit pseudo-
feminist, and a few utterly vain remarks about blondes and whatnot, but the introductory puzzle made, curiously, so much sense!

I must admit I was skeptical, I thought it was a random coincidence. But surprisingly the game continued on that note. The plot
seemed well thought of, the puzzle solutions were logical and Sam was quite likeable. Technically the game is quite alright, with
highly detailed scenes, and running smoothly throughout.

But why is it just 2 hours long?! Right when the story was getting interesting, the game ended. Real bummer! It could have been
near exceptional but now it's just a very good afternoon delight! :D

\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b0\u25b1\u25b1\u25b1
Quite Good.. i can see the vision the dev have but they need to sort the controls out for the htv vive like that putting me off
badly sort that out and will make the game better in my opion
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